


I will be able to  
use context as a 

clue to the meaning 
of a word 

 



1. WOD – Effusive   POS – ADJ 

Context –  

MOD – “Then, amid 
Caderousse’s effusive 
declarations of gratitude, he 
walked out…”  
Prediction –  
 
 



Definition – Expressing feelings of 
gratitude or approval in a heartfelt manner 



2. WOD – Scrupulous   POS – ADJ 

Context –  

MOD – “If you ask me my personal 
opinion of Monsieur Morrel, I will tell 
you that he is an extremely honest 
man who has so far met all his 
obligations with scrupulous 
exactitude, but that’s all I can tell you.”  

Prediction –  
 



Definition – Diligent, thorough, and 
extremely attentive to details 



3. WOD – Irresolute    POS – ADJ 

Context –  

MOD – “He was now fifty; his hair 
had turned white, his forehead had 
become wrinkled with care and his 
eyes, formerly so firm and decisive, 
had grown vague and irresolute.”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Showing or feeling 
hesitancy; uncertain 



4. WOD – Assimilate   POS – V 

Context –  

MOD – “Morrel’s strength failed him 
and he fell back into his chair. His 
mind was completely unable to 
assimilate this series of 
unbelievable, unheard-of, fabulous 
events.”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Take in (information or 
ideas) and understand fully 



5. WOD – Repugnance    POS – N 

Context –  

MOD – “’And you found pleasure 
in watching such horrible sights?’  

‘My first feeling was repugnance, 
then indifference, then curiosity.’”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Intense disgust 



 

1. Write a thank you letter to someone 
expressing effusive declarations of  
gratitude. 

3. When have you been irresolute?  Use 
internal dialogue to help us 
understand the hesitant thoughts 
inside your head. 

 

5. What in your eyes is repugnant?  Use 
imagery to describe the disgust you 
feel every time you see it. 



6. WOD – Somber    POS – ADJ 

Context –  

MOD – “Instead of the somber 
and silent spectacle of death, 
the square now presented the 
aspect of a wild, tumultuous 
(party).”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Oppressively solemn  
or sober in mood; grave 



7. WOD – Whim    POS – N 

Context –  

MOD – “He knows all my whims, 
preferences and needs, and I’m 
sure he’s arranged everything to 
my liking.”  

Prediction –  



Definition – A sudden desire or 
change of mind 



8. WOD – Rendered    POS – V 

Context –  

MOD – “I wrote to him from Rome 
telling him about the service you 
rendered me there, and both he and 
my mother are eager to have the 
opportunity to thank you for it.”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Give (help) 



9. WOD – Imperious    POS – ADJ 

Context –  

MOD – “Bertuccio bowed his head 
before the count’s imperious gaze 
and stood motionless without 
answering.”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Arrogant and domineering 



10. WOD – Feigned    POS – V 

Context –  

MOD – “’What!’ exclaimed the 
count in admirably feigned 
surprise. ‘Do those horses 
belong to the baroness?’”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Pretend to 
be affected by a feeling 



 

6. What puts you into a somber 
mood? 
7. Are you a person who constantly 
does things on a whim or are you 
methodical in your decisions?  
Explain.  
8. Describe a time when you 
rendered service to someone 
without expecting anything in 
return. 



11. WOD – Disdainful    POS – ADJ 

Context –  

MOD – “Villefort, astonished at this 
unexpected reply, started like a soldier 
who feels himself pierced beneath his 
armor and a slight movement of his 
disdainful lip indicated that he did not 
consider the Count of Monte Cristo to 
be a very civil gentleman.”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Showing contempt or 
lack of respect  



12. WOD – Discard   POS – V 

Context –  

MOD – “’Now, Haydee,’ he said, ‘you 
know that you’re free, that you’re the 
mistress here, that you’re a queen. 
You may go on wearing your 
national costume, or discard it, as 
you like...’”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Get rid of 



13. WOD – Benefactor   POS – N 

Context –  

MOD – “He believed in a benefactor 
who had come back from the tomb 
to help us.”  

Prediction –  



Definition – A person who gives 
money or other help to a person 



14. WOD – Infallibly   POS – ADV 

Context –  

MOD – “’One drop of it restores life, as 
you’ve seen; five or six drops would 
kill infallibly.  And it’s all the more 
dangerous because if those five or six 
drops were mixed in with a glass of 
wine they wouldn’t change the taste of 
it at all.’”  

Prediction –  



Definition – In an unfailing manner 



15. WOD – Emanating   POS – V 

Context –  

MOD – “’The rumor, emanating 
from otherwise well-informed 
quarters, that King Henry the 
Fourth was seen at Gabrielle’s day 
before yesterday is absolutely 
groundless…’”  

Prediction –  



Definition – Give out or emit 



 

11. Have you ever given someone a 
disdainful look?  What caused such 
contempt? 

12. It is often hard to discard old 
mementos.  What items from your past 
will you treasure forever and never get 
rid of? 

15. What emotions do you emanate on a 
daily basis? 


